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Text / Relational Database ManagementSystems:Harmonizing SQL and SGMLG. E. Blake, M. P. Consens, P. Kilpel�ainen, P.-�A. Larson,T. Snider, and F. W. TompaUW Centre for the New OED and Text Research,University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1Abstract. Combined text and relational database support is increas-ingly recognized as an emerging need of industry, spanning applicationsrequiring text �elds as parts of their data (e.g., for customer support)to those augmenting primary text resources by conventional relationaldata (e.g., for publication control). In this paper, we propose exten-sions to SQL that provide exible and e�cient access to structuredtext described by SGML. We also propose an architecture to support atext/relational database management system as a federated database en-vironment, where component databases are accessed via \agents": SQLagents that translate standard or extended SQL queries into vendor-speci�c dialects, and text agents that process text sub-queries on full-textsearch engines.1 IntroductionThe application of database technology is seen as essential to the operation ofa conventional business enterprise. However, there is a universe of business in-formation, namely text, which is currently stored, accessed, and manipulated inan ad hoc fashion with none of the consistency and discipline of the databaseapproach. Environments supporting both text and relational data are imple-mented through application programs within which separate repositories areaccessed explicitly. Not only is this inconvenient for application programmers,but the disjointness of the data impedes data administrators' e�orts to ensuredata consistency. Furthermore, the di�cult task of query optimization becomesthe burden of every application programmer and the bene�ts of database trans-parency are impossible to realize. Ongoing work at the University of Waterloohas laid the foundations necessary for building an alternative to this disorderand lost potential.The objective of the research is to design and implement a multidatabasesystem supporting text and relational data (T/RDBMS) that will better addressthe needs of these enterprises. We start with the requirement that the applicationPublished in Proceedings of the ADB'94 Conference.
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program interface must be an extension of both SQL, the industry standard forrelational data [ISO90], and SGML, the industry standard for structured text[Gol90, ISO86].The T/RDBMS can be built as a federated database system with the actualdata stored and managed by standard (relational and text) data managementsystems. Queries expressed in terms of the external data model are parsed, andthe relational and text components identi�ed. Query strategies can then be ana-lyzed so that an e�cient access plan can be identi�ed. This plan can subsequentlybe executed under the control of a database monitor, which distributes parts ofthe query task to component database systems as needed, and integrates theresults before they are returned to the application.Several approaches to text management have been proposed by others. Cus-tomized document storage management systems, including text-speci�c accesslanguages, have been implemented on top of commercial relational databasesystems (see, for example, [Wei85, Mar91]); these systems are incapable of si-multaneously supporting conventional data. Alternatively, text storage has beenprovided by conventional systems, where long data �elds are used for large ob-jects or \blobs" [Bil92], but operators to support text manipulation have notusually been provided and these systems do not support SGML-like structuredtext.At least three systems have been proposed within which structured text canbe fragmented into relational �elds and SQL queries can be applied againstthe resulting text sub�elds in conjunction with record-oriented data. The AirTransport Association has proposed the Structured Full-text Query Language(SFQL) as an extension to SQL incorporating SGML-based formatted text types[ATA91]. More recently, Oracle Corporation's SQL*TextRetrieval Version 2 pro-vides a text retrieval product, supported by inverted indexing and a thesauruscapability, to be used in conjunction with the Oracle DBMS [Ora92]. Similarly,IDI's BASISplus supports structured full-text retrieval in conjunction with re-lational database functionality [Sey92]. Although each system provides a mech-anism to assemble larger text units from the constituents, this is not providedwithin SQL. Thus, for example, such larger units cannot be presented as �eldswithin an SQL view.In order to maintain structured text in a single relational �eld, researchersat Australia's Collaborative Information Technology Research Institute have de-signed and implemented a nested relational database system (Atlas) and an ex-tended SQL language to provide text support [Sac92]. Similarly there is a recentproposal to extend an object-oriented SQL dialect to support SGML documents[Chr94]. In both these approaches, the relational model has been extended toencompass structured data of arbitrary type, and subsequently structured texthas been supported as a special case. We instead wish to explore a direct exten-sion of SQL to support structured text in the hope that our proposals will suittext, and particularly SGML applications, more closely.2
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2 Example Text DatabaseTo illustrate our proposed text extensions to SQL, we will use a simpli�ed versionof a database management system required for an encyclopedia, and describe ourextensions in terms of this example.Such a database requires management of both administrative records andtext. Information about contributors and their articles, including tracking thedevelopment of the articles, must be maintained. In addition text managementinvolves key-word generation, cross-reference maintenance, maintaining consis-tency of style, and maintaining consistency of bibliographic data.Standard SQL type queries against this database are to be supported, toextract contributor addresses in order to generate address labels or to extractinformation about articles having due dates in a given time range, and to checkinformation about payments to contributors. In addition, queries are to be ex-pected against the bibliographic data using a variety of criteria based on authors,dates, and number of citations. Similarly, queries posed against the content ofarticles must be supported.The articles themselves contain primarily prose text, but consider the formof the bibliography. Bibliographic data can be presented in a list format, a proseformat or a combination of these two. For example, the bibliography for thearticle entitled \Canada, History of" in The New Encyclop�aedia Britannica |Macropaedia Vol. 3, p. 751, reads:W.L. MORTON, The Kingdom of Canada, 2nd ed. (1969), is the fullest one-volume history and the most traditional.... To understand the place of thecolonies that became Canada in the British Empire, the following are mostuseful: H.A. INNIS, The Fur Trade in Canada, 2nd ed. (1956), and The CodeFisheries, rev. ed. (1954);... The following works both introduce and analyzethe development of the remaining British colonies to self-governing communi-ties and their union in confederation. W.S. MacNUTT combines in a singlenarrative the histories of the Atlantic provinces in The Atlantic Provinces, theEmergence of Colonial Society, 1712-1857 (1965). FERNAND OUELLET inhis Histoire 'economique et sociale du Qu'ebec, 1760-1850 (1966; Eng. trans.in prep.), applies with great success the demographic method of French histo-riography to the little known domestic development of that province....A requirement for this database is that we must be able to retrieve thearticles and bibliographies in their text form as crafted by the encyclopedia'scontributors and editors. Thus, for example, we must be able to deal with thebibliography as a single structured textual unit and yet extract individual authorsor citations as structured texts.To illustrate our proposed language extensions, we will de�ne one simplistictable with the following schema.where aid is the article identi�cation, title is the proposed article title, cid isthe contributor identi�cation, req date is the date the article was solicited fromthe author, req wc is the requested word count for the article, due date is therequested date for the article's completion, article is the text of the completed3
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Encyclopediaaid title cid req date req wc due date article biblioarticle, and biblio is the accompanying bibliography. For the sake of brevity andclarity, we will describe constructs in the DDL and DML in terms of this example;formal de�nitions and more detailed explanations can be found elsewhere [Bla94].3 Data De�nition LanguageIn our example the article and biblio �elds are of a new data type TEXT. Fieldsof this type contain structured text and have an associated grammar to describetheir content. Queries involving this new data type may use this grammar. Thegrammar for any of these TEXT �elds must therefore be made known to thedatabase.The following SGML Document Type Declarations (DTDs) describe thegrammar of article and biblio TEXT �elds in our example. Note that the articlemay consist of a cross reference to another article or may itself be a completearticle. The body of the article is followed by some keywords and some summaryinformation that contains data such as birth place and dates of the article's sub-ject, as appropriate. The bibliography allows free text to be intermingled withbibliographic �elds as desired.<! DOCTYPE article information [<! ELEMENT article information - - (detailed article|xref)><! ELEMENT xref - - ("see", article title)><! ELEMENT detailed article - - (title,paragraph+,keywords*,summary)><! ELEMENT summary - - (birth|death|parents|occupation|children)*><! ELEMENT (title,keywords,paragraph,article title) - - PCDATA><! ELEMENT (birth,death,parents,occupation,children) - - PCDATA>]><! DOCTYPE biblio information [<! ELEMENT biblio information - - (citations)><! ELEMENT citations - - (citation, (";" | "."))+><! ELEMENT citation - - (author|ref|date|free text)+><! ELEMENT ref - - ( "in"?,work,edition?) ><! ELEMENT date - - ( "(", PCDATA , ")" )><! ELEMENT (author,work,edition) - - PCDATA><! ELEMENT free text O O PCDATA>]> 4
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Tomake known the grammar for any de�ned TEXT �elds, we use a CREATEGRAMMAR statement, which incorporates standard SGML notation for thispurpose.CREATE GRAMMAR (<! ENTITY %example SYSTEM "/usr/dtd/art inf"> %example;);where the article information DTD is assumed to be stored in the �le named\/usr/dtd/art inf". Such a statement informs the system where an SGML doc-ument entity is located. The document entity contains the SGML declaration (ifnecessary) and a prolog containing a DTD. A similar statement is required tointroduce the grammar for the biblio information DTD.Now we can de�ne the database table in the following CREATE TABLEstatement.CREATE TABLE Encyclopedia (aid INTEGER, title STRING, cid INTEGER,req date DATE, req wc INTEGER, due date DATE,article TEXT GRAMMAR article information,biblio TEXT GRAMMAR biblio informationPRIMARY KEY (aid));This statement de�nes a table called Encyclopedia with eight columns. Twoare of the new type TEXT, for which we must give the name of an associatedgrammar.In this case the primary key is an INTEGER column. However, the primarykey for a table may instead be declared to be a sub�eld described by a nonter-minal in the grammar associated with one of the TEXT columns.We may want to extract certain sub�elds of TEXT columns in order to de�nea view. Consider, for example,CREATE VIEW cited auths AS(SELECT aid, title, biblio..author FROM Encyclopedia);which de�nes a three column table containing the article's identi�cation, titleand cited authors. The semantics of elements such as biblio..author appearingin a SELECT are given in the next section.In summary, the CREATE TABLE statement has been extended to accepta new data type for a column, namely TEXT. Unlike previous proposals, thetype TEXT refers to structured searchable text, with an associated grammar. Tocomply with emerging text standards, we assume the grammar to be an SGMLgrammar, either one described by a DTD or derived as a sub-grammar of agiven DTD, rooted at one of its elements. Elements of the grammar will also beavailable to be used in a query to re�ne a text search or to recover informationabout the grammar itself. Finally, primary and foreign keys may refer to datawithin a nonterminal in the grammar associated with a TEXT column.5
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4 Data Manipulation LanguageIn our attempts to combine the concepts of text and relational databases we havetaken the approach that the text is embedded in relations rather than the otherway around. Thus in our DDL we allow a �eld in a relation to be of type TEXT(i.e., structured text), with an associated grammar. In the DML we continue onthis course: operations are typically applied to one structured �eld at a time.For the purposes of the DML, an instance of a structured text �eld is con-sidered to be a contiguous text string and a parse tree. Previous authors haveproposed extensions to traditional SQL operators to include operations on un-structured text �elds, in particular concatenation and pattern matching [ATA91,Ora92, Sac92]. For now we will accept those extensions and propose an operatorand alternative notation for structured text manipulation suitable for extendingSQL.4.1 Examples of the Proposed DMLBefore we explain the details of our proposed DML, we give two examples ofits use. For convenience, we introduce a notation for projecting text sub�eldsfrom attributes of type TEXT. In the next section we introduce a mechanismfor selecting nodes in a parse tree, and we introduce a new operator, EXPAND,to extract some data from the paths to those nodes into a relation. Once wehave described EXPAND, the semantics of this �rst notation will be formallyspeci�ed, after which we will return to these sample queries.In our example database we might want to answer the questionWho contributed articles for which the proposed titles do not match thetitles included in the article's body?With our extended SQL, we can formulate this query asSELECT cid, aidFROM EncyclopediaWHERE title 6= article..title;Within the TEXT attribute named \article", title is a text sub�eld identi�edby an element of the associated SGML grammar. The dot notation gives directaccess to such �elds, and is available anywhere within the SELECT statement.As a second question, considerFind proposed titles and lengths of long articles on Canada.Using our DML the answer can be obtained with the querySELECT title, req wcFROM EncyclopediaWHERE req wc > 5000 AND SOME article..keywords CONTAINS "Canada";Notice that an article having more than one keyword is selected if any onematches the given search string. 6
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4.2 Converting Parse Trees to RelationsFor some queries we wish to convert parts of a TEXT column into a relationso that we have the full power of SQL to manipulate sub�elds. An instance ofa structured text �eld is a contiguous text string together with a parse tree[Gon87]. In order to minimize the size of the relation formed from this parse treewe wish to select nodes in the parse tree to indicate the components of the textthat we wish to retain.Consider the �rst example above. We wish to compare the value in one at-tribute against the value stored within a sub�eld of another attribute. To extractthe title element from the article column, we can use the EXPAND operator asfollows:SELECT cid, aidFROM EncyclopediaWHERE title 6= (EXPAND article INTO title AS contrib title BY(SELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES WHERE genid = "title"));The EXPAND statement processes a parse tree and returns a relation. Inthis example, because one �eld is named between INTO and BY, the resultingrelation will have a single column, populated by string(s) subsumed by node(s)of type title but renaming the single column as contrib title.Since in general we might not want to extract every node of a given type,the body of EXPAND consists of a SELECT statement that identi�es desirednodes in the parse tree. So as to allow node selections to be written in full SQL,we de�ne three virtual tables as follows:TEXT NODES (nodeid, genid, content)TEXT ATTRIBUTES (nodeid, attr, value)TEXT STRUCTURE (a nodeid, d nodeid)where TEXT NODES contains one tuple per node in the parse tree, consistingof a unique nodeid, the type of node (\generic identi�er" in SGML), and theTEXT content subsumed by that node; TEXT ATTRIBUTES relates SGML'sattribute-value pairs to corresponding nodes; and TEXT STRUCTURE containsnodeid pairs representing all ancestor-descendant relationships in the parse tree.Because these tables merely provide a notation to access data of type TEXT,the values for nodeid are unde�ned outside the EXPAND statement; withinthe EXPAND statement, however, nodeids can be compared for equality or forrelative magnitude, where n1 < n2 if n1 occurs �rst in a preorder traversal ofthe parse tree.We illustrate the use of these tables with several examples, each returning aset of nodeids for selected nodes from the parse tree:� Select all nodes of type \paragraph" and containing substring \Canada".SELECT nodeidFROM TEXT NODESWHERE genid = "paragraph" AND content CONTAINS "Canada"7
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Pattern matching uses the clause CONTAINS from previous SQL extensions.� Select all nodes having an ancestor of type \chapter".SELECT d nodeidFROM TEXT STRUCTURE, TEXT NODESWHERE a nodeid = nodeid AND genid = "chapter"� Select all nodes that have children. (i.e., mark all structured fragments.)SELECT DISTINCT a nodeidFROM TEXT STRUCTURE� Select all nodes where the parent has an (SGML) attribute of type status andvalue \Obs."SELECT d nodeidFROM TEXT STRUCTUREGROUP BY d nodeidHAVING max(a nodeid) IN SELECT nodeidFROM TEXT ATTRIBUTESWHERE attr = "status" AND value = "Obs."Having selected desired nodes in a parse tree, users might wish to extractany values along the paths from the root to those nodes. For example, havingidenti�ed nodes corresponding to certain cited authors, a user might wish to ex-tract complete citations as well as the authors' names. A corresponding subquerywould beEXPAND biblio INTO citation, author BY SELECT : : :where the SELECT clause identi�es nodeids for nodes corresponding to relevantauthors. If the SGML grammar de�nes the attribute \status" for elements withgeneric identi�er \citation", the value of the attribute can also be extracted intoa separate column:EXPAND biblio INTO citation [status], author BY SELECT : : :In general, the EXPAND operator takes the formEXPAND <col reference>INTO ([<node name> [ <attr list> ] AS] <col name>)+BY <select stmt>where attr list is "[" ([<attr name> AS] <col name>)+ "]" . Thus several nodes'contents and their attribute values can be extracted, and each can be renamed.To populate the resulting relation, we trace the paths from the root to eachselected node in the parse tree and form one tuple for each such path (i.e.,one tuple per selected node). Speci�cally, for each selected path, nodes on thepath are examined in order from the root to the leaf and the node name list onthe EXPAND line is scanned from left to right: as a node of the same type asspeci�ed in the list is found, its content (of type TEXT) is transferred to theassociated column in the row and any designated attribute value is extracted aswell. Any �elds in the generated row for which there is no match along the pathis given a NULL value. 8
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4.3 Examples of SQL Queries Using EXPANDFor our example we continue to use the sample bibliographic database.Find the article identi�cation, title, contributor, and bibliography for en-tries where the bibliography has more than one citation but all are fromthe same author.SELECT aid, title, cid, biblioFROM EncyclopediaWHERE 1 <SELECT COUNT(citation)FROM (EXPAND biblio INTO citation BYSELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES WHERE genid = "citation")AND 1 = SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT author)FROM (EXPAND biblio INTO author BYSELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES WHERE genid = "author");The EXPAND statement forms the basis of the dot operator used to simplifyaccess to text sub�elds as in the examples shown earlier. For the expressionF::a1::a2 : : :an�1::an describing a path in the parse tree of an instance of aTEXT �eld F in some table, we give the semantics:EXPAND F INTO an BYSELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES, TEXT STRUCTUREWHERE nodeid = d nodeid AND genid = "an"AND a nodeid IN (SELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES, TEXT STRUCTUREWHERE nodeid = d nodeid AND genid = "an�1"AND a nodeid IN (: : : SELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES, TEXT STRUCTUREWHERE nodeid = d nodeid AND genid = "a1") : : : )Extraction of attribute value b from the selected node can be simply speci�edas F::a1::a2 : : :an�1::an[b].Consider again the second example from Section 4.1:SELECT title, req wcFROM EncyclopediaWHERE req wc > 5000 AND SOME article..keywords CONTAINS "Canada";This is now well-de�ned as: 9
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SELECT title, req wcFROM EncyclopediaWHERE req wc > 5000AND SOME (EXPAND article INTO keywords BYSELECT nodeid FROM TEXT NODES WHERE genid = "keywords")CONTAINS "Canada";Complete semantics for uses of the dot notation throughout the SELECT state-ment (including in the SELECT and FROM clauses) have also been de�ned[Bla94].5 Federated Database ArchitecturePotential clients of the text/relational database management system have typi-cally relied on conventional relational databases for conventional needs. There-fore we propose not to develop a wholly new database management system,but instead to integrate commercial relational database systems and commercialfull-text search engines. To this end we de�ne the following architecture:
������ ZZZZZZ

Applicationinterface CatalogSQL agentDB systemConventional Text agentFull-textsystemSGML layerRegions layer
Parser & optimizerIntegration engine

Application interface: This component provides an interface through whichan application program interacts with the T/RDBMS system. It consists of a set10
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of functions for submitting requests and retrieving the result of a request. In sup-port of a data model integrating text with conventional relational data, requestsare expressed in a version of SQL extended with features for text searching andtext manipulation.Parser & optimizer: When a request arrives from an application program, itis �rst parsed and semantically analysed. The next step is query optimization,that is, determining an e�cient way of servicing the request, which is crucial toachieving good performance. These two steps require access to text and relationaldata descriptions, which are stored in a catalog (also called data dictionary). Theoutput of these steps is a self-contained access plan that speci�es how to evaluatethe request: what requests (queries) to submit to each component system andwhat operations to perform to integrate the data from the various sources.Integration engine: The access plan is passed to the integration engine whichperforms the computation speci�ed in the plan. This consists of retrieving datafrom the underlying data sources (i.e., relational database system and text man-agement system) by submitting requests speci�ed in the plan and performingthe processing required to integrate data from the several sources. Integrationtypically requires joins, but other operations may also be involved. The result isthen returned to the application.SQL agent: The system should not be dependent on any particular databasesystem. The purpose of an SQL agent is to hide the speci�cs of the underlyingdatabase system and present a standard interface. We have already developedsuch agents for several database engines [Lar89a, Lar89b] and expect to developadditional ones in the near future. Each agent has a call-level interface based onMicrosoft's Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) speci�cation [Mic92].Text agent: Similarly, the system should not be dependent on any particulartext management system. Text agents providing a common interface to di�erenttext systems are being developed. However, no widely accepted, common inter-face exists in this area. We are currently implementing two layers between thecentral component and at-text engines, one that converts our grammar-basedqueries into a form based on simpler \regions" or \zones" (such as those sup-ported by PAT [Sal92]), and a second one that eliminates dependence on anystructural capabilities being provided by the text search system. With this three-layer approach to text agents, the system will be compatible with text systemshaving varying degrees of obliviousness to structure.The proposed architecture is based on our experience with multidatabasesystems that integrate more traditional database system. Its main design ob-jectives are exibility and independence of underlying data sources (conven-tional database systems and text systems). Independence is achieved by provid-ing agents that present a standardized interface and hide the details of of theunderlying system. There is a price to be paid for this: the translation performedby an agent requires some extra processing, and, more signi�cantly, the systemmay not be able to exploit some of the features of an underlying database or textsystem. However, the overall system is greatly simpli�ed by isolating the rest ofthe software from the details of those systems. Not only is this good software11
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practice, but it allows the integration of commercial database management sys-tems into the architecture, where those systems can retain their independenceand integrity. Furthermore, the architecture supports distribution: various com-ponents may be implemented as separate processes, possibly running on di�erentmachines.Given performance estimates for each client subsystem, the central databaseengine must choose in which order and by which means to process the user'srequest. Consider again the simple query for long articles on Canada. If therequested length is stored in a traditional relational database (as a �eld in En-cyclopedia relation) and keywords are stored in a text database (in Encyclope-dia text), this could be implemented bySELECT title, req wcFROM Encyclopedia relationWHERE req wc >5000 AND aid IN (SELECT aidFROM Encyclopedia textWHERE article..keywords CONTAINS "Canada");Is it more e�cient to �nd the relational records for long articles and thenretrieve corresponding text records that include \Canada" among the keywords;or to �nd all text records that include the keyword \Canada", extract the articleidenti�er and use that as part of a conventional relational subquery; or to executeboth subqueries in parallel and then join the results? At least super�cially, thesechoices correspond to those faced by global query optimization algorithms forconventional distributed and federated database systems, but we have learnedfrom past experience that text brings its own needs and surprises to traditionaldatabase problems.6 Conclusions and Further WorkWe have developed a single model within which both text and relational data canbe described so that users can access and manipulate all their data meaningfully.Our proposed extensions to SQL are modest, yet they are powerful enough tohandle SGML-based data simply, to support extractions from highly structuredtext into relations, and to preserve the integrity of complex text units. We havedesigned a data description language and a query language integrating SQL withtext search and text manipulation features, addressing the following questions:� How can an SGML-de�ned description of text be integrated with SQL's DDL?� Which text manipulation operators should be included in an extended SQLDML?We have not yet designed update extensions to SQL that permit text sub�eldsto be modi�ed. 12
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We have designed an architecture to support integrated text-and-relationaldatabases using a federated database system. We have begun to implement andtest the architecture and language, supporting data stored partially in an Oraclerelational database and partially under the control of the PAT text engine. Wewill test all three text interfaces (SGML, regions, and at-text) against PAT,and we expect that our experience will be transferable to other engines withvarious capabilities. We do not expect full-text search engines to have su�cientlyfast update characteristics to support transaction rates common to relationaldatabase environment, and we plan to investigate the development of faster andmore exible text update algorithms.In further research, a primary problem to be addressed is execution planning.Before access strategies can be selected on the basis of expected performance,estimates of costs must be made available to the query optimizer. To achievethis end, traditional approaches require that we �rst develop cost models for textprocessing systems. In particular, for each class of operations, we must be able todetermine upper and lower bounds on access time as well as expected access timeto complete an operation in that class. We must then devise query optimizationand data integration strategies that take advantage of such information.References[ATA91] ATA 89-9C SFQL Committee, \Advanced Retrieval Standard |SFQL:Structured Full-text Query Language," ATA speci�cation 100, Rev 30,Version 2.2, Prerelease C, Air Transport Association, ATA 89-9C.SFQLV2.2/PR-C (October 1991) 84 pp.[Bil92] A. Biliris, \The Performance of Three Database Storage Structures for Man-aging Large Objects," Proc. Sigmod 92, ACM, Sigmod Record, Vol. 21, No.2 (June 1992) 276{285.[Bla94] G.E. Blake, M.P. Consens, P. Kilpel�ainen, P.-�A. Larson, T. Snider, and F.W.Tompa, \Text extensions to SQL," internal report, Univ. of Waterloo Centrefor the New OED and Text Research, 1994.[Chr94] V. Christophides, S. Abiteboul, S. Cluet, and M. Scholl, \From StructuredDocuments to Novel Query Facilities," To appear in Proc. 13th. ACM SIG-MOD Conf., (May 1994).[Gol90] C. F. Goldfarb. The SGML Handbook. Oxford University Press, Oxford,1990.[Gon87] G. H. Gonnet and F. W. Tompa, \Mind Your Grammar: a New Approach toModelling Text," Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), Vol. 13 (September 1987)pp. 339{346.[ISO86] International Organization for Standardization, International Standard 8879:Information Processing | Text and O�ce Systems | Standard GeneralizedMarkup Language (SGML), �rst edition | 1986-10-15(Ref. No. ISO 8879-1986(E)), 155 pp.[ISO90] International Organization for Standardization, \Information technology {Database Language SQL 2 Draft Report", ISO Committee ISO/IEC JTC1/SC 21, 1990.[Lar89a] P.-�A. Larson, \Relational Access to IMS Databases: Gateway Structure andJoin Processing," Project report, (available from the author), 1989.13
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